EASTER EGG TRAIL CLUES
1) Take a look at the Town House – name the animals you can see in the coat of arms in the
windows.
2) At the railway station platform how many instructions are there to 'Buy and Collect' a train ticket?
3) 2 Albion Street was built as a police station in 1864. What is the house called now? (Turn around
to spot the egg!
4) Which avenue in Saxmundham could be home to sailors? To find the egg, locate the building
which counts their money.
5) Find the place in Saxmundham where you can see a slide, a train track and a petrol pump all at
once.What is the name of the road you’re standing on?
6) From here, walk to the water-softener place and find Monks Cottages – How many Monks
cottages are there?
7) Where would you once have bought fresh bread near here? (Try next door to find the egg.)
8) On the road between Saxmundham and Benhall – what do you use to hang out your washing?
9) Where in Benhall can you go to catch a train and buy a cabbage?
10) In Benhall, which animal can be found on a thatched roof?
11) What can be found hanging from the tree on Benhall Green?
12) Back in Saxmundham: Who of importance lived opposite Tesco's? (see blue plaque)
13) As you walk up the drive to the church, notice the big Thurlow grave on the right. What was John
Thurlow's job? (Hint – look for a building with windows near here to find the egg.)
14) How many steps up to the church? (Hint- you may have to go inside to find the egg)
15) In the market square behind Waitrose you’ll find a shop named after a compass point (or a John
Steinbeck novel). Can you name it?
16) Turn left into the High Street. What do Hugo and Jacq's sell?

EASTER EGG TRAIL CLUES
17) Look above the outer door between the Church Shop and Truffles. Who owned the shop? When
was it established?
18) What’s the name of the shop where you can buy a stamp or medicine in the same place?
19) When was the jeweller's shop established?
20) What was the name of the gallery at H G Crisp?
21) What did Sax'cess House used to be?
22) What was once the name of the shop where Jenny Jones is now? Look down!
23) Innov8 hair salon was once a bank. Which one? Look up!
24) What are the names of the Solicitors in Old Bank House?
25) Who presented the town pump, and what year?
26) What did The Store used to be? Look down a bit!
27) What’s behind the yellow doors?
28) How much does it cost to go into the museum?
29) ‘Fieldmouse hands’ is an anagram of this house on North Entrance, what’s it really called?
30) This House on Saxon Road is named after a bird…what is it?
31) Where would you go on Carlton Road, Kelsale to learn your ABCs?
32) This house used to be a pub – How many bells did it have?

